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                             Imtroductiom.

   In this note, we give some extensions of Borel transformation.

   Borel transformation is defined by

            "''2' [CD(Z)]((;) = ,,i;.Il].., ,. :'l,iiili'.i'!t CIi'i'''C;"'" ,

where g(z) =:IZai,, ･-･, i. zi ii'''2. in is a germ of holomorphic functions at the origin.

To denote the ring of germs of holomorphic functions at the origin by 0,i, .thi

gives a ring isomorphisrn of (f;F'" and Exp(C'i), where Exp(C") is the ring of finite

exponential type functions on C" with the multiplication f#g, where

            (fagi(q) =- zzdti-g f,` fl4 - T)g(T)dT.

  Since the algebraic closure v.an of the qtotient field of tt n is the field of (con-

vergence) Puiseux series, .r3i's extended to a map of v2,i if we define .th)' [2iilP].

This is done to define .cS"[2ii/P] =(11r(1+11P))CiilP, because we get

            (a#cb ,.. r(".(2 ,i-)./"(kl)') qa+b.

But, since some elements of the quotient field of Exp(Cn) is nota function, we

define ,dtr""on ...dnto satisfy .g2)"[so] to be a function. Then, the solution of

Cauchy problem P(OlaC)f =L- O, OkflOk(ils,..e = gh.i E Exp (C"-'), k= O, 1, ･-･, m-1,

P(z) = 2iM + Pi (z2, ･･･, zn)2iM-i -l-････+ P"t (z2, ･･･, zn) is given by

     f(C;> J= ,(h'i [= : (1 r Zlai (Z2"'1, ''', Zn"1)) -"iSDi, pi (XL,, 't', Zn)] (Cl),

                i 1[.pi--ri



     P(z) =:= ll (zt - ai(z2, ･･･, 2n))'i, :Ili)Mcle, p,(oilegi, pi) =: w"''i[gfe],

            i ipi
where cle, pi is given by (1 - x)-pi "- =fe cfe, pixle(g 1).

 tt

  Moreover, since we get

     ¥,, :/ (logx)#"=r2iM:t)xt , r is Euler's constant,

to define

     ,f-f,,'i"9' [logz] (q) == log q + r,

we can extend Borel transformation for the functions which involve log 2 (Ap-

pendix).

   In g2, we consider topological extension of Borel transformation. In fact, if

F(D) isa function space on D(c R) such that F(D) contains Exp(C") (by the

restriction map), Exp(C") is dense in F(D) and if {Ln}, .Ln E Exp(C") converges

uniformly to f on C" (in wider sense), then {fnt} converges to f by the topology

of F(D), then we can construct the largest subspace F(D)s of F(D) such that

Cauchy problem is solved and well posed for the data in F(D)s and the smallest

space F(D)S such that there is a homomorphism from F(D)S onto F(D) and for

given operator, Cauchy problem is solvable and well posed for the data in F(D)S,

and Borel transformation is extended to have F(D)s (or F(D)S) to be its image and

the solution of the Cauchy problem is written explicitly by this extended Borel

transformation.

             gO Review of the properties of Borel transformation

    1. In this g, we review the definition and properties of Borel transfor-

matlon.

   Definition. Let g(z) be a germ of holomorPhic ftenction at the origin of C", the

do -dimensional comPlex euclidean space, g2'ven by op(2) ==

=it,...,i. ai!,''',in 2i ii'''Zn in, then its Borel transformation .sie)' [g](s") is a power

series in s" = (s"i, ･･･, agn) given by

   (1) va' [9] (C) = ,,pu,,,, ,. "ii' i!'.'.l'i'. l" 4i`"''Cn'n.

       By definition, Borel transformation has the following properties.

    (i). if g(z) converges on {zl izil $ ei}, then
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   (2) t'i/b" [9] (ag) -nd (2Tvlm 1)nL.,i=,,'''ii,.i=,.2i.l, z.eEXg)(z)dzi'''dz" ,

                                       '          ' 4 agi Cn
                      - =: -+ ." ÷- .                       Z ZI Zn

   (ii). .･/-2"' [g] (4) is a finite exPonential tyPe functioit on Cn and if f(C) is a finite

        exponential type function on C", then there is unique germ of holomorPhic

        fttnction ip(z) at the origin of C'i such that f(4) = su' [di](C).

   (iii). If g, ep'are gems and a,b are constants, then

   (3)i ,th' [ago -Y bgb] -a.op [cD] +b.dy [gb] ,

   (3)ii ,'h' [g･¢] - ,.`D' [g]#M' [¢] ,

      tvhere f#g is given by

   '   (4) (rkg) (C) - oc;,.91iat;. Ig' ･･･II"f(t;i - ri, -･', CIn - Tn)g(i7i, ･･･, rn) dri･･nydTn.

   (iv). To dojne gXW'(zi,･･･,2n.m) == g(2i,--･,zn)IP'(xn.!,･･･,zn.m), etc., we have

   (5) .gZ' [gXep'] =(re' [q]) × (.<1"i [ip]) .

   (v). For any i, we get

            o .r
   (6)' bE.i;, th" [go] (C) = .c-tl` [(zi-`go).] (e ,

   (7) j'gi .e [go] (c;) dc;i - ,.dz')' [zigo] (c;) .

                                               '
                        il -- on) .,,! ill=CO
        Uere for ¢,(z) == =. . ai. t･･, i. 21 i･i-･･zn i,t, ¢. means
                        I1='=wutmOO]--t1tl=m-co

   (8) gb+(Z) ::= X ai,, ･･･, i. zi ii･･･zn in.
                  iike, ･-･, inlO

   (vi). For af¢y i, we get

   (9) qi,th' [g(z)] (q) =:: ,f,tt' [zig(2) `+ 2i 20a9,(,2)](ag) .

   By (ii) and (iii), to denote P"i the ring over C of germs of holomorphic

functions of C" at the origin with the usual addition and multiplication and by

Exp(C'Z) the ring over C of finite exponential type functions on C" with the usual

addition and the # -product, we get a ring isomorphism .fZPSover C by



            s'J : l,"n . Exp (C"), S)' [g] is the Borel transformation of pa.

   2. As usual, we denote by tteRnt, the space of compactcarrier distributions

on R". For TE 2g'Rnt, we define a map t., a= (ab･･･,an)eC", is fixed, by

                         11   (10) c. (T) (2) = (2. .v=1)n T" [(1 - ai4izi)･･･(1 - evn4nZn)] '

   We note that to define e(T)(w) by

            e(T)(w) =:: wi..i.zvnta(T) (alzi'''-'ani2n) ' Wi = al2i'

that is, t(T)(w) :11(2TV-1)"･T[1!(zei-Ci)･･･(wn-Cn)], we get

   (11) T[f] =:],1,11M"., ,.-o(2z,v`1- 1)nlR.(.,..o,III.lll. ....o( H 1) a'+'''+O"c(T) (Xl+

                +( - 1) ai V-lei, ･･･, xn +( - 1)anV-len))f(xb `･･, Xn) dXi'''dXn ,

iffEi Elg'Rn([4], [9], [10]).

   By the definitions of va'and c., if we take a=-2rrV-1 (=(-2nV-1, ･･･,

-2rr,vX-1)), we have

   (12) .f-" [T] - M' [c-2./g(T)],

Where Ls;7J is the Fourier transformation of T. In other word, we have the

following commutative diagram.

                  ･e-2za/-]
            El{'Rnl so.
                      f}i! l th"

               .S7- Exp(C") .

   Note. We denote by An and utn the spaces of real analytic functions on R,t

and entire functions on C" with the normally convergence topology. Then, since

Et' Rn D A" Dax"l we have 28 Rni c A'ii c Wi, where A"t and P.{"i are the dual

spaces of A'Z and ut", and e. is defined on A"t and Q.!"i. Moreover, we know ([5],

[7]),

   (13) e.:VIC"i pt-- 0n,

and the duality between 0n and V,Vi is g'iven by
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             <Lg> ==: (2iJ -1)"1)nL.,;=,, ri'''I]..I=,. -,z,,.1. z.f(Zi' '''' 2")

                     g(h ''', i,)dzi, '''dz" , fE Wi, ge 0n ,

if g is holomorphic on {z] 12il ;l ei}.

               g1 Algebraic exteltsion of Borel tramsformation

   3. In this g, we extend Borel transformation to be a map from the algebraic

closure (of the quotient field) of 0n to the algebraic closure (of the quotient field)

of Exp (cn).

   First we note that the algebraic closure ./2t nof ...tan, the quotient field of

0n, is the (convergence) Puiseux series field of n-variables over C, that ls

                  N rlt   (i4) Gal (...""1.va'n) - QIZ e･･･O QIZ,

    (14)l ...ntn= v･M'n(gll12, 211!3,''', ZlllP,''', 22112,･･･, 2nl/2,''-,znl/P,''').

This can be shown by algebraic method (cf. [6]). But here we give an analytic

proof. For this purpose, we use

    Lemma 1. I]f f(z) is holomomphic on {zl 12il <ai}, then there exist O$ei <eit

=ai, i=1,･･･,n such that f(z) iLO if ei <12i] <eii, unlessf(2) is identically

equal to O.

   Proof. Siilce the lemma is true forn ::=1 we use induction and assume the
                                         '
lemma is true for (n - 1)-variables functions. Then to set f(z) :==zi kh(z), h(O, 22,

･･} ,zn) is not identically equal to O, there exist ai >O, i-- 2,･･･,n, such that h(O,

z2, ･･-, 2n) does not vanish on T = {2[ zi =O, lzil=ai, i .}l 2}. Then, since min. zET

lh(z)1 IZO, there exists ei' >O suchthat h(z) #O if Izil <ei', 12il =ai, i >,=2. This

shows the lemTna.

   Corollary. if g(z) E...an, then g(2) is expressed as

                  tl=O]e-'vtn==en
    (15)t g(Z) = i,=-6.lil, ll;-,i...-.. aii, ''', in zi ii'''zn i", ei < 12il <eit .

   Note. Since g(z) is meromorphic, although there may by suP - limik--,-oe lai,,

･･･ , in 1 fO, there exists an integer M such that

   (16) ai,, ''', i. == O, if i･i +''' -- in <M .

   Proof of (14). If zv is algebraic over ...d'n, then by lemma 1, w has no
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singularity or branching point on l-' = {zlEi <lzii <eii for some O <ei <eit}.

                  ltJl. AThen, since rti(r) =::Ze･･･eZand the Riemann surface r of w over T covers

r only finite times, there exist integers ri lli; 1,･･-, rn i.1 such that to set G(r)

the subgroup of ni(r)' generated by riei,i･･, rnen, ei,･･･, en are the generator of

     rv A e-.Ti(l"), l'"IG(r) covers r, where Z" is the universal covering.space of l], Then, since

I""WIG(r) and its projection P : fi!G(r) - l" are given by

            ii/G(r) ={yl riAvia･ <lyil <riVe-it} ,

            P((Yb ･'', Yn)) = (Yi ri, ･･･, yn rn), or yi = zi ilri, i -rf 1, ･･･,n ,

w can be expressed as a Puiseux series by (15)t, that is

                Zl=ooI'-1ln=oo
   (15) W= :Il::] ai,, .,,, i. 21 iif?'i･`･2n in!rn ,

                l1=-cot ,"i rn= "-- oo

                ai,, --, i. = O, if ii+･ny･+in <M for some M .

   By (14), (and (3)i and (5)), to extend Borel transformation on ..Mn, it is sufilci-

ent to define Borel transformation of 2iifP for anyi and P.

   4. Lemma 2. if Re.a>-1, Re.b>-1, then .

                   p(a + 1) r(b + 1)
   (17)' 4"#Cb == r(.+b+1) 4a'b'

Hk?re, in the dny7nition of#-product, integral is taleen along the Path {t4, O --<t

$1} .

   Proof. By definition, we get

            C" # Cb =:: 2ZS,` (4 - T) aTbdr = d-dc:f,' aga+b+i(1 - a) ada (a == 2 )

                                                                 '                 - (a +b+ i)B(a + i,b+ i) ca+b = r(f(: l) fib i+) i)ca+b .

   Corollary. For any natural number p, we have

   (ls) (cvp) #b - qrrvp#e.7ptrmei'7p = {r(; + 1)}pg-.

   Proof. By (17)t, we get

         (qiip)""-{"(;+i)}P[/;･-:liIi[;1uali,Y((;/-l,'iif((;";l'.i,)).,,,g
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               .. (r ($ + 1)]P,pt.

    Since s""(-i)#f(C) == `if(s")lds" by (6)', we have 6y (17)'

   (i7) s"a#cb = D(ar(: IIi) bP+(b l) i)s"a+b ,

                                    dn+m                    dnCa
            s"m"#Ca == dtse., C-"#C-M. = dCn+-;n'

                                          dn
              aga#c-a-n = r(a + 1)r(- a"n +1)dq. ,

where a and b are not negative integers,

   By (14), (18) and (17), the algebraic closure 2t,'X{y"e(C") of the quotjent field gtpt

(C") of Exp(C") is generated by {4ipi･･-qn pn, pi,･-･,pn are rational numbers and none

of pi is a negative integer} and {G･,pi･･･Cil･.pinOni+･･-+nklagi,niny･･Ogik7ik, k2. 1, le +m

== n, {ii, ･･･, ile} U {]'i, ･･･, fu} = {1, ･･-, n} and none of pi, i G {k, ･･･, in} is a negative

integer} as a C-module.

                 nv .-v   We denote by 21$Zpt(C"). the submodule of 2,l9p Jiv2(C") consisted by those elements

                                                                   t'N..that are reaiized by (some multi-valued) function. That is, the element of tt7pt

(C'i) whose (any) Puiseux expansion does not involve the term which involves Oh!a

4ile for some i and le. By definition there is a projection T. (as a C-module) from

 r'v tvkg:yxe(cn) onto gs)t"<cn),.

   Note. By definition, wehave

             A-.            t7?rsye(C"), n Ce") pt(C'i)= Exp(C'i) ,

                      A tx.and the integral closure Exp (C") (in eXg6(C")) is contained in [Eg}yxi(C")..

   Since Borel transformation .(7 gives an isomorphism from 0'n onto Exp (C"),

                               N N ---- K.it is extended to an isomorphism .op' :..nt',t tt-- E:7`;y'(C"). By (18) (and (17)), expli-

citly, ,gS, "'is given by

             .x 1 ... o"   og) .g,/2 [zi l/pr] =:= z. ([:;+1)qil/P , t.op' [zi -'･"] == Dc," ･

To fix the above .di, we define

   Definition. The Borel transformation .op'of .!2rt is the map from ...2" onto

2s'-'Vtpy7(C"). given by

   (20) .op [zv] = ., Lof'X' [.] .
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 '

   By definltion, if w is given by Puiseux series <15), then

   (20)' ce' [w] (O =i] il:':ti'llij',l"l:-cor(iy.,+aijl.l'i'(IIiil,.+i)4iiii""'''Cni"f"" ,

where 11P(iilri + 1)･･iT(inlrn + 1) ::=O if some of ifelrfe is a negative integer.

   Lemma 3. (1). ta'[w] converges on r={21ei <12i1 <eit} if w is given by

(15) and it converges on r.

   (ii). if u is integral over 0,i, then the Riemann surfkece of va' [u] covers C".

   (iii). ILIC ZU' belongs in 2,Pt ･e:n(C"), then

                                    '   (2)' top [ZP']'(C) == (2rrvl-1)'ii1.,1=,,'''j'i..l=.,. z,l･z.e`IXZP'(Z)dZi'''dZ" '

                                                  '
ij' ep'(z) is holomozphic on {21 lzil = ei}.

   Proof. (i) follows from (16), Since ,fSJ[u] satisfies the equation

            ,.e'i [u]#m + m' [g,]ttLq [u]#("i-1) +･･･+ ,.op [g.,] =: o ,

if zt satisfies the equation a"i +giztM-i+･･･+ opm=O, we have (ii) by (18) and the

fact that each .g.ZJ[soi] converges on C"). (2)' follows from the definition.

   Note. On rNIG(r), to set yi =zii!ri,i=1,･･･,n, we set

            ellll]'ir;j7. = i,i.,lil.Q,,,i.).. p(ii!ri illitiji'.Yi""('ir. {n i) ,

where 11r(iilri {- 1)･i･r(inlrn + 1) =O if some of ik!rk is a negative integer, then to

set vi =4iilri, we have

   (2)" 'ca' [w) ==i.!,iM-..,,,,,.,.--..(2rtvi-i)"Lyii=-ei'''Si,･ni-tenyi'l'yn'

                 '
                    eliliilll,'lli. (Zigl , ''', Z-li) W(Yi, ''', Yv'i)dyi'''dyn -

   By (2)", we can show analytically if:aii,･･･,i.iziii/ri･･･2n ink-n is an analytic

continuation of zv, then=ai,,i--, i. tll"(iilri + 1)･･bZ](inlrn + 1)Ci ii/'i. ･･･Cn inlrn is an

analytic continuation of M' [w]. In fact, since the branching points and poles of

w are given by g(z) =O, z ci 0'n, to set

            9(Z) == Xl 2I9I(X), I= (ii,''',in), 21 = 21ii'''Zni", 9I(O) i7(: O ,

                  f

any Puiseux expansion of w covers a connected component ri of U(O) -{xl lzil :=
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:::: 12Jl for some I, 1}. But if zeEOPi and g(ze) T/O, the Riemann surface of w

which covers such rj' that zoEOri can be extended to cover zo and since on

which (2)" is hold, we have the assertion.

                        ev rx..   5. Definition. We set W'-iT..<9.}"= P, and set

   (21) P.w= zv. .
                                      '
   Theorem 1. Borel transformation (of..ln) has the following Properties.

   (i). L(7[w]=O if and only ifwbelongs in leer.p,, that is, each term of

        Pzaiseztx exPansion of tv involve negzztive Power of some zi.

   (ii). if v, wEbln and a, b are constants, then

   (3)ii .fS" [av+bw] =a.eijt [v] +bav' [w] ,

   (3)ii, va' [vw] = z.(t<Zf [v]#.c7 [w]) .

                                       A        in (3)iit, if v, w both contained in 0n, the integral closure of0n, then

   (3)ii ,.oj [vw] = ,(,7, [v]#SJ [zv] .

   (iii). To dev7ne v(21)w, etc., sinzilarly as pop¢, we have

   (s)t ..oj [v (g) w] = ,.czf [v] (Eg .e [w] .

   (iv). For any i, we get

            o
   (6) af/ ,ca' [w] == ,.(2J [zirmiTv] .

                                 2aw
   (g)t Ci.op. [zv] = ,.Cili"' [2iW + Zi azi. ] ny

   Theorem 2. (]r P(elOO is a constant coeffcients Partial di.fferential oPerator g7'ven

by

       , p (illi) ==: 61M,m -t- Pi(SliJ,, ''', b2,;;,,)ocOM, fii-i +'''+ Pm (II;iiil, ''', -a{.) ,

then its solution with the data

            e2f,le(O, ag2, ''', Cn) == gle+i (q2, ''', agn), OSI le ;$l m -1, gk E Exp (cn-i) ,

              '
   (22) f(C) :=: ce'[= = (1 -ziffi(z2"i,･･･,2n-'))-Pigi,pi(22,･･･,z")](C) .

                       i IS.pi<ri

This f(C) is holomorPhic on C" if deg. Pi.f${m -i for each i. Ifere



            P(2) := ll (21 -ai (22, '･-, Zn))"i ,

                  i

            :El: = cle, pi (aikgi, pi) (z2, ･･･, zn) =:: ,e ""i [gk] (z2, ･･･, zn), O Sk Sm -1,

             i ISpi-EIri

where cle,pi is .criven by (1 -x)-pi==kch, pixle.

         In the rest, we set

                       i l,･d-･･-･----･･･-････-･･･,1 '･

                                                      i                       l al} ....-.) Cll rlalJ ......) Cll rsas I

            T(:l;lii;::)-l' lil'.ill':':.?:.[ifft]r.:'.:'.la'.rsos2 l

                                                      i
                       i ---･---------------･ I                       ll. aiM-it ''') cinpriaim"ir ...p cme rsas iit-i .,I'.

   Note. If in Exp(C"), a system of constant cofliciente partial differential

operators is given, then by normalization theorem ([11]), is equivalent to the

system of operators

            pi (bOe) = o2',ll'ii ' P'･ i (oc9,,' '''' aZ.) oZ'l･l}iil';i "'''

                    + P""i (o8,.,･ '''･ o2.) , iSi -sl{ h ･

by a change of variables. Then the solution of the overdetermined system pa with

the data

            aOqk,E-.';5kg'ii,:lliz, (o, '･', o, (j,i, ''', <n) L' gki+i, ･･･kh+i (Ci+i, ''',Cn) ,

               OS. fei :Lf{gmi -1, gh,,-･b,kh E Exp (cn-h) ,

is given by

   (22)' f(4) = ,ca [= X (1 -ziai, i', (zh,i -i, ''', 2n -i))-Pi,h'''
                      (i, 1')IS. P b ,i .S 7' i, j

                      (1-2hah, j' (zh.1 Mt, ''', 2n-1))`"Ph'jh9pi, g',,,,.,ph,vh (Z)](C) ,

            Pi(Z) = ll (2i -Oi, g<Zh+1, ''', Zn))"i'j ,

                  i

,
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            3/ l]l., j')ig, il j･nv,g,i, j Cki, i, j'i '-'ckh, i, jh ((ob ii)ki'''(ah, ih)feh

                      9pi,j!,-Ph,ih) (Z) = ,.(ll,?-i [glei+i, ･･･, feh+i] (Z) .

                                                1'1v1i'''tO'1)sIwe note that this last coeficients matrix is given by T(                                                        )x --
                                                Oll le "'t ali sl
                          '
op T(1'h, 1,"'', 7'h, sn).

    ah, b '-', Oh, sh

   As in the single equation case, if deg. Pi, le ;S{ m-i -fe for each i and k, then

this f ls holomorphic on C".

              g2 Topological extension of Borel transformation

   6. LetDbe a subset of R" such that int. D ioj and F(D) is a complete

topological vector space (over C) consisted by the functions on D and satisfy

   (i). rD(f) := flD, the restriction of f on D belongs in F(D) if f E Exp(c").

   (ii), {rD(f)l fE Exp(C")} is dense in F(D).

   We note that by assumption, rD : Exp(C")-F(D) is an (into) isomorphism.

   Definition. To regard Exp(C'i) to bea subsPace of F(D) by the maP rD, the

induced toPology of Exp(C") from F(D) is called F(D) - topology of Exp(C"). ILIr a

series {fUn} of the elements of Exp (C") converges to f by this toPo,logly, then zve

denote F(D) -limnt-oofiii･ = f･

   By definition, to denote the completion of Exp(C") by F(D) - topology by

Exp (C")" (or(Exp (C"))" F(D)), we have

   (23) rD 'F: Exp (Cn) 'Lp :.: F(D).

   Example. If D is a bounded domain, then for all p, LP(D) can be taken as

,F"(D). The k-th Sobolev space L2fe,(D) and Cfe(D) (with the Ch topology) can also

be taken as F(D). The le-th local Sobolev space L2,leioc. (R") or Ck(R'i) are also

taken as F(D). Here, le might be negative.

   Since Borel transformation ,s.,")'is an isomorphism between 0'n and Exp (C"),

.oj " induces F(D) - topology of Exp (C") to 0n. It is also called I7 (D) -topology

of nn and if {gm}, g,n Ei 0n converges to g by F(D) - topology, we also denote

F(D) - limgm ==: g ･

   By n02 and (23), to denote 0n:i`, etc., the completions of 6J"n, etc., by F(D)

- topology, we have the following commutative diagram.

                     e*-2x/"
             k'e'Rn'k - o].*

              IEY* {li S M)'*
                      rD*
            F(D) - Exp(C")*.
                       -h.V
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   Note. If we consider Exp(C") to be a topological vector space by the compact

open topology (of C"), the completion of Exp(C") is wr,", the space of entire

functions on C'i, and the completion of 0n by this topology (induced by st" -i)

is Exp(C")', the dual space of Exp(C"), and the extended Borel transformation

.{.Z' 'iC is ,S"t, the dual map of .ig : 0n --- Exp(C"`).

    Lemnza 4. .Lff#g is dojined in F(D) for any L gF(D) and the#-prodztct is

continuous in F(D), then 0n" is a ring (by the usual multiplication) and ewe have

            .9 "[ggb] -: (rD.c.tt" "[¢]) ti (rD S" "[gb]) .

   7. TUe set

            "v . "'n-----7
   (24) Rn == (RxZ)ii == (RxZ)×･･･x(RxZ) ,

            P((Xl, Ml), ''',(Xn, M,2)) ::=: (Xl, ''',Xn) E R", ((Xl,Ml),･･･,(Xn,Mn)) Gl t'i .

By Definition, Z" acts on R" and we set

                         '
   (24), R" (,) =:: }lir-IG(r), 'DV -p-i(D), D(,) - D'X)IG(r), r=: (ri,･-ny,r.).

The projection from R"(r) (or D(r)) onto R"(or D) is denoted by Pr.

   Since D(r) is a G(r) - direct sum of D, we define F(D(r)) as the G(r) - direct

sum of F(D). Then if rlrt, that is rilrit for all i, there is a map Prr,': F(D(r))

.F(D(r,)) and since

            pr,,:'i`pr',":i` =prr":k, if rlri and rtlr't,

we define F('DV ) by

            F("DW)= lim[F(D(r)), Prrt"] .

                  {

                         tv A rx.. tvBy definition, we can define rD : Exp(C")-F(D). More general, if g E 5"`yth(C'?).

has no singularity on D and F(D) satisfies (i) of n06, then rD (g) is defined and

belongs in F(IZ5).

   Definition. Let S be a subset of ..7n which contains 1, F(D) a junction space

such that

            t.J A"            rD(va' [ga]) E F(D), if gE 0'n, aES .

Then we call{A,i}, .LnGExp(C'i), converges to f by theF(D) -topology with

resPect to S ij' {rD (va' [L4 "i[.Ln]a])} converges to rD (c4 [,op -i[f]a) in F(D) fbr

any a Ei S and denote F(D)s -lim An =t

   If F(D)s - limSJ [pa.] =:= ,.(;.?[g], then we denote F(D)s - limgm == g.
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   Example. We take C(Ri) as F(D) (n ==: 1). If S =={(1 + a2)"ii aE R}, we have

            C(Ri)s -limfin = f if and only if C(Ri) -limLn == f .

                   ?nroo ln-co
On the other hand, if S ={(1 + ,v/-laz)-il aE R}, we have

        C(Ri)s - limfUn == f if and only of{.L.} converges unijbrmly to f on Ci.
               ?)l-oo

   These may be two extremal cases and in the rest, we assume F(D) satisfies

   (iii). 111C {fu} converges unifbrmly to f on C", then r.(fin) converges to rD(f)

        in F(D).

   8. By (iii), denoting U(O) a neighborhood of {O} by F(D) - topology, to set

            US(O) -= {gi9?t [.op-i[g]ff] E U(O), a Ei S} ,

[71s(O) contains {gRg(z)1 <e, gEK, a comPact set in CMs for somee>OandK

f¢･

   We denote the vector space of all Cauchy sequences of the elements of Exp

(C") by F(D) - topology by F(D) - Exp(C"). We consider F(D) - Exp(C") to be

a topological vector space to take

            U({f;?t}) = {{g)n}Igm - fim E Um(O), U"z(O) is a neig)Pzborhood of O by

                   F(D) - topology and U"･t(O) D Um,i(O), fi Um (O) = {O}}.
                                                  171
On the other hand, to take

            LCs({fm}) :=: {{gbn}i g>n - fui ff Um,s(O), Um(O) is a neiglzborhood of O

                   by .F'(D) - topology and U"t(O) D Um,i(O), n Um (O) = {O}},

                                                     )71

to be the neighborhood basis of F(D) -Exp(C"), F(D) -Exp(C") also becomes a

topological vector space. This space is denoted by F(D) - Exp(C'i)s.

   In 17(D) - Exp(C"), we set

   F(D)s -Exp (C"'`) == {{fUn} 1 {.A.} is a Cauchy sequence with respect to S},

   F(D) -Exp (C")O- {{Ln} 1 F(D) -.{zlrm..fm = O},

   17(D)s -Exp(C")O=={{fm}l F(D)s -limfm = O}.
                                 ?J't--,oo

The same spaces regarded as the subspaces of F(D) - Exp(C"t)s are denoted by

F(D)s - Exp (C")s, F(D) - Exp (C")o,s and F(D)s - Exp (C")e,s.

    Lemina 5. F(D)s - Exp(C") and F(D)s - Exp(C")e are equal to F(D)s - Exp

(C")s and .l7(D)s - Exp(C")o,s as topological vector spaces.

   Proof. Since F(D)s - lim(.Ln - gm) =L'O if {g)n}E U(Ai) in F(D)s - Exp(C'i),

{gvn} should belong some US(fm) and we have the lemma.

    Lemma 6. To set
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           F (D)s = F (D)s - Exp (C")1F(D)s - Exp (C")e ,

           F(D)S =::F(D) -Exp(C")s1F(D)s -Exp(C")e,s ,

           IVS(F (D))= F (D) - Exp (C'i )o, s 1 ,EFi (D)s - Exp (C't)o, s ,

We have the following commmutative diagram with exact (as) topological vector

spaces) columns and raws. Here the maps are induced by the natural inclusions

and projections.

                      oo
                      ts
               O->F(D)s -> F(D)s -}O
               i i :== t
           O.Ns--,rF(D)S -F(D) ---> O
               i:=] i t
           O- Ails .F(D)SIF(D)s-F(D)IF(D)s--> O

               ss s               ooo
   ProoL Sinee F(D) r- F<D) - Exp<C">IF(D) - Exp(C">e by the condition <ii) of

n06 and we know

   (25) F(D)s -Exp (C")e =F(D)s -Exp (C") nF(D) -Exp (C")e ,

we have the lemma by lemma 5.

                            rN. f'v'   In the rest, we denote by F(D)s and F(D>S, the spaces constructed from

F(D)s and F(D)S similarly as F(D).

   9. For a series {gm} of the elements of 0,i, we define F(D)s -limgnt simi-

larly as F(D)s -limfl,t. Then we can define F(D) - 0n, F(D)s - 0n, etc.,

similarly as ,E"(D) -Exp(C"), F(D)s -Exp(C'i), etc., Then to define S":F(D)

- 0n -, F(D) - Exp (C'i) by

            .9 [{gm}] =] {,r,.tr) [g,,,]} ,

,.9'maps F(D)s - (C)n, F(D) -PnG, etc., isomorphiscally onto F(D)s -Exp

(C't), F(D) - Exp(C")o, etc.. Moreover, .c'2, 'can be regarded as the map from

F(D) - 0n,s onto F(D) -Exp(C")s. Hence to set 0",s =F(D)s -0n!F(D)s

-P'n,o, MnS = F(D) -nn!F(D)s -0n,o, ,.<,7. induces maps

            ,.rZ"s':o",t,s:.F(D)s ,

            ,･b) Si: 0,,S -.-v F (D)S .

Then, if gs (resp. epS) ts an element of nv,i,s(resP. 0'nS) given by F(D)s -limgm

i=-]- gs (resP. F(D)s -- limg"i :L- gS), for any a ff S, F(D)s -limg"ia(resP. F(D)s

                               rL, rt..'
-limgmo) exists as aii elementof F(D)s (resP. F(D)S), and to set
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   (26) F(D)s 1.ttuegina=gsa, F(D)s rm.kmoo¢"to=gSo,

.gZ'st and taSt are extended to maps

           tgz" s: o., , <S> - F ("DX" )s , s'z':' so.s <s > -+ F (i}i)s .

Here, 0n,s<S> and 0nS <S> are the completions of modules generated by

0n,s (or 0nS) and S under the operations given by (26), by the topologies of

F(D)s and F(D)S.

   Theorent 3. VVe assume D is given by 9×le, where 9 is an open set in R"""i
(may be eqnal to R""i, K is a simply connected subset of Ci such that K contains

either of intervals (a, b), [O, b) or (a, O] (a <O <b) in Ri, and F(D) is given by

                     A           F(D) :=: L(9) (g)or A(K) ,

       Awlaere V(2).W means the comPletion of ItT.(g) VLi by n -topology (cf. [11]), A(K) is

a sPace of analytic fttnctions on K such that by the nzaP rK, Exp(Ci) is containd in

A(K) with the variable qi, and L(9) is a function space such that to satisflJ, (i), (ii)

of ne6 and (iii) of n07 for Exp(C"-i) with the variables g2 ,･･･,(n.

   Let P(z) = zim + Pi(22, ･･･,zn)2iM-i -Y･･･+ Pm (z2, ･･･,zn) be a Polynomial such that

                                           k           P(z) = ll (zi - ai(22, ･･･, zn))ri, 1 --< i -:sl k, : ri = m ,

                 t i=1
and set

           S = {(1 - zioi, (z2-i, ･･･, 2)iHi)) hPir"' (1 - ziaiJ･ (22-i, `･･, zn-i)) HPij'1

                1$ii <･･･<ij -sl; le, 1;Sl pi .ls{ ri} .

Then to set

           L(9)s = pA(F (D)s) , L(9)S = p2(F (D)s) ,

           Pa({fm}) :- {Pgfm}, (Pnf) (62, ･･-, gn) =- f(O, e2, ny･･, g"n) ,

for any data in L(9)s (rep. in L(S2)S), the equation P(OIOei) f=O has zmique solution

in F(D)s (resP. in F(D)S) and it is well Posed by the topology of F(D)s (resP. F(D)S),

   Proof. By assumption, for the given data {gnt in L(9)s (resP,in L(9)S), we

can solve the equation

           = = Cie,pi(,oi, hgi,r･i) =:: ,tl2's-i[gfe] (or (W' S)-'`[gfe)], OS.fe $-m -1,

            iISIpiur!=t'ri

Then to set

             '
           f i-i:- .cZ. !;s[X = (1 - zioi(z2-', ･･･,zn'i))-pisoi, ,,i]

                    z ISpin$.}'i



            (resP. va' S[X = (1 - ziai (z2 -i, ･-･, zn-i))-pigi,pi]) ,

                       i lspiLgri

we get a solutiom in F(D)s (resp. in F(rDS" )S). But, since the solution is invariant

under the covering transformation, f should belong in F(D)s (resP. in F(D)S.

Moreover, since T("i'''''"S) is ergular and operates continuously on L(9)sM, the m

                ah･-,as
- direct sum of L(9)s (sesP. on (L(9)S)M), we have the theorem.

   Note. Similarly, starting from D == 9x K, n c R"-k, K c Ck and F (D) = L(9)

AX. A(K), we get corresponding theorem for systems.

   '                 Appentiix, Borel transformation of logx.

   Since the universal covering space T of 1] = {21ei < lzil <6i'} is given by {zv l

logei <Re.wi <logeit} with the covering map (zi,･-･,2n)=exp wi,･･･, exp wn),

to extend Borel transformation for the functions on P it is suflicient to define
                                               '
ca' [log2]. For this purpose, 'first we note, if va' [logz] is defined, then by (9),

C .(;2?' [logz] =:= [z logz + z] and by (6), it must be

            d
            d-g e7 [logz] =1 .

Therefore va [log2] = logC + c, if su' [logz] is defined. To determin this cons-

tant, we use

   Lemma. Fort<O, tve get

            ,X:,glii' (logz) #'t :::] r(el-ltt t)xt,

where r is Euler's constant.

                                 1･1   Proof. To set logx#(lognJ)'i-` =Z a,i,k(logx)k, we get
                                k-O

                                      (n - 1)!
            an,n = 1, an,n-i =T- O, an,fe = m/ n- fe rm 1)!an-k,e , 2--<le ;:{n -1 ,

            a.,e ..- (-1)ii"i(n -1)!C(n), nLt2, 4(n)=htep.i.Jill' ' ,

because j' o"log (x - t) (logt)'t-idt == logxSoX(logt)"Hidt - =,.Z 11mx"'Io "tM(logt)'`-'i

dt.

                            'it'   Then, to set (logx)#" =:= bn,k(logx)k, we get
                           k=-O
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                                    n!
           bn,n := 1, bn,n-i = O, bn,le = k! (n - le)!bn.k,e , 2$k ;:!l n rm1 ,

                                               '
           bn,o = tL'/2,] h-,.,.,.,t/li]j,), ( - i)"-s7･,(7･, l!i(){".l'('iCt(7'S.l.÷d,) , nk2 ･

Hence we get

           tep.otnyt!(logx)#n

                                     '         = (i + tli.;l., [Xi ,] ,,..,..li.I!,=.,,,.,(-i)"-sj,(j, +agi;)'.).'if'i').... j,))t")-

           ( i,:, g;tl (logx)'t) . ..

                                 ooBut since we !<now log(1+t)=-rt += (-1)MC(m)/m tM ([1]), we obtain
                                 }n=2

           i + t);;, il-r ([IIi'lii)£2i ..,.,.i..,,,,,,,(-i)"-sj,(j, .Ci･l)l'iii'it",..+j,) )t"

         = i + tve,t==2 ([l*t i h.....,X,,...,,,,i, (-i)n-"s(;1;]1iji'.ili.l:s) )t"

                   e-rt         == exp [logr(i + t)]

             e"rt
           ra + t) '

Hence we have the Iemma.

   Definition. IViz define the Borel transformation va [logz] (C) of iog2 by

           tZ?' [!ogz] (C) =- logC +r.

                                         '
   By definition, if f(2) = =i2i ai.fi(z), l= (ii, ･･･, ik), cri = (iilri, ･･･, ihlrle),

zicri == 2i, iik'i･･:zikiklrk and]Ii (O) 7!:O, then

           ts.e [logf(z)] = tl.£', 2'j (logCi,･ - r) + ta [gi], gi Ei ..2',

            ag E l"exi(cri,,･- ,cri.) == {CH9.cril= > ICJ crJl, evi, crJ E (aii, ･･･, ai.)}

In the rest, the corresponding set of r`ri(ali,,･･･,ai.,) in the 2-space is also

noted by same notation and set

,
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            rr-i (rai(aii,.",aim)) =:= 7ai (crk,--, cxin) . '

   We consider following class .f;t2't of holomorphic functions on (wi,･･･,wn)

-space such that

(*). f is holomorphic on some open set D in {wl Re.wi <pi} for some pi,--･,pn

   such that for any 6i,･･･,tin there exist ri <rit :S ai,･･･, rn <rni :S 6n such that

   D contains {zvl ri <Re. wi <rii} == 7' (ri,ri',･･･,rn, rn')･

1]f'A andhboth belongs in cSYt, then we denote fi --fe if for any 6i,･･･,6n,

there exist ri < rii :S 6i, ･･-, rn < rnt :.i{ 6n such that

            flL 1 P cri,ri', ･･･, rn, rn') = .ICIi 1 T (ri,ri', ･･･rn, rn') ･

The set of this equivalence classes form an integral domain .tt""'by natural way
        th                                    AAand to set the quotient field of .;figta by b.tV , the elements of .Z" and va both

considered to be the germs of multi - valued analytic functions at the origin of

z-space, where wi -- exp zi,i=1,-･･,n. Similarly, we define the germ of those

functions which are holomorphic on each Tcrife(af,,...,.i.), fe == 1,-･･,m, for some

(cVii,,..,ai.)･ The set of those germs form an integral domain and its quotient

field is denoted by ES'. As the elements of ./d, we consider the elements of e"

to be the germs of multi-valued functions of C-space. Then by the above,

                                                       Awe can define Borel transformation e- for the elements of bdto be the map

      AAfrom vfainto EYand it also satisfies (3)i, (3)ii, (5), (6), (7) and (9).

   Note. In this extended Borel transformation, although f(2) is analytic near

the origin, va [f] may not be analytic on any neighborhood of the origin. if

nlll2. For example, we have

             ,ig [log(22+z2)] ((i, (2)=logagi+r, ICil > IC21 ,

                                 :- log42+r, 1(21 > Kil ･

                                       '
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